In recent years, various object and process oriented modelling methods were developed to support the process of modelling in enterprises. When applying these methods, graphical models are generated and used to depict various aspects of enterprise architectures. Concerning this, surveys analyzing modelling languages in different ways were conducted. In many cases these surveys include experimental data collection methods. At this juncture the complexity of concrete models often affects output of these studies.
INTRODUCTION
Even though software and process modelling have been used intensely over the last decades, only a small number of research analyzed understandability and comprehension of graphical models (Mendling and Strembeck 2008) . Past researches either were focusing on process models or structural models. For example, Mendling (2008) developed metrics for process models such as Event Driven Process Chains (EPC). Metrics in software engineering have shown their potential as guidance to improve software designs and make them more understandable and easier to maintain (Vanderfeesten et al. 2007b) . Surveys focusing on the evaluation of modelling languages include metrics measuring model complexity in order to operationalize the influence of model complexity on particular outputs. When analyzing these studies it appears that a great number of empirical researches apply easy structured metrics for measuring the complexity of models. Our paper focuses on the development of a generic metric for measuring the complexity of process models e.g. EPC as well as structure models and UML class diagrams. Several researchers concluded that business process and software program designs have a lot in common (Reijers and Vanderfeesten 2005) , (Vanderfeesten et al. 2007a ). In general, this metric aims at researchers conducting empirical surveys on modelling languages.
GENERIC COMPLEXITY METRIC
Before starting with metric development we analyze essential properties of the complexity metric. We reasoned that model size, semantic spread and constructs connectivity are main properties for evaluating model complexity. Hence, we take these characteristics as a basis for our metric. In the following each property is described.
Size
For developing a generic model complexity metric we transform analogous partitions of complexity metrics. Halstead (1977) by Halstead (1977) and Mc Cabe (1976) . For example the number of unique operators and the number of operator occurrences are the number of elements E and relations R in a model. With the size S is dependent on E and R we can define following formula:
Semantic Spread
Models developed in different domains and with different methods differ very often not only syntactically but also semantically (Pfeiffer 2007) .
With focusing on the development of a generic complexity metric we have to consider in particular semantic complexity differences between models.
For measuring the semantic spread L of a concrete model we introduce the two metrics number of semantic different elements E dif and number of semantic different relations R dif . In their approach Recker and Dreiling 2007 choose these concepts for measuring model complexity.
Connectivity
Beside size and semantic spread a further important part of our metric is density. One essential element for measuring model density is described by connectivity degree of contained arcs and vertices (Mendling 2008) . In general, our developed connectivity degree metric is based on Yang et al. 2006 . For measuring the connectivity degree of ontologies they propose the ratio of vertices and arcs. With adding Henry and Kafura's approach to our metric we capture the complexity of element's connections to its environment (Henry and Kafura 1981) . Hence, the fan-in and fan-out metric maps to number of element inputs E in and number of element outputs E out in a particular model. Finally, the described concepts result in our formula for measuring the connectivity degree c of various models:
Generic Model Complexity Metric
In due consideration of different analyzed and developed metric properties we are able to build up our generic model complexity metric. Table 1 summarizes the above and gives an overview of different metric properties and their source of derivation. Yang et al. (2006) Connectivity degree c
In the next step we have to merge the analyzed and defined properties of model complexity for developing an overall model complexity metric. Thus, we propose the following formula for generic measuring of model complexity C M :
Our developed metric contains size S, semantic spread L and connectivity degree c for measuring the complexity of models. Considering the fact that semantic spread increases user related complexity more than model size we introduced squaring L. Hence, L 2 weights semantic spread more than S of particular model. For example, the more different relationships (e.g. generalization, aggregation etc.) are used in a class diagram the higher the complexity of this model. Root extraction over S+L 2 lowers value dispersion to a significant level. Furthermore this result is weighted with model connectivity degree.
Findings
In order to prove correctness and reliability of our approach we are measuring the complexity of six heterogeneous models with applying our generic complexity metric. Therefore we choose models with different complexity degrees. For proving the generality of our metric we apply different structure and process modelling languages. Figure 1 gives an overview of the applied models. Table 2 shows resulting variables E, E in +E out , S, L and c with applying our developed complexity metric C M . For testing the correlation between metric results and individual complexity evaluation we conducted a survey on complexity of models. In this experiment overall 20 modelling experts participated. They were asked to evaluate the complexity of models pictured in Figure 1 on a scale with extreme values 1 and 10. The other values range in between. Table 3 subsumes the survey complexity results C S , the relative distribution of C M and C S and additionally the difference D of C M and C S . As shown in table 3 the difference D of C M and C S is negligible. Considering this strong relation between C M and C S we assume that our metric highly correlates with individual human model complexity evaluation.
CONCLUSIONS
With developing this metric we aim for supporting empirical surveys on modelling languages. Therefore we propose a metric analyzing and comparing complexity of models developed with different process and structure modelling languages. It is important to consider semantic spread and connectivity degree in addition to model size. Considering generality of our approach we have to mention some restrictions: To ensure generality we solve this problem on an abstract graph-based level. We are aware that an EPC-event, UML-activity and UML-class are semantically different and cannot be compared by implication. Hence, we built up our metric focusing on graph theory i.e. arcs and vertices. Subsequently we moved from abstract level to concrete level adding semantic spread. Typical application domains for our metric are empirical surveys on modelling languages including model complexity. Another domain is the practical application of our metric in organizations. Currently organizations are designing process and structure models without considering model complexity and understandability. As a result, it may happen that simple business cases are modelled in a complex and unsuitable way. This leads to lower understandability and higher maintenance costs in an organization. Applying our metric might result in transparent models that are easy to understand for interpreting users. Future research comprises the application of our metric in an empirical survey focusing on usability evaluation of modelling languages. Furthermore it is planned to prove our metric with complex models including reference models.
